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We work at Nissan Motor’s Kyushu Plant, which is located in an environmentally blessed town
bordered by the waters of Suo-nada on the east and by Hiraodai, famous for Japan’s three great karsts,
on the west.
Nissan’s quality control circle activities, known as the G-up II QC Circle program, combine a
well-balanced emphasis on corporate contribution and human resources development conceived to
facilitate improvements in the areas of Genba-ryoku (production floor skills), Group, Growth, Grade,
and Genki (employee motivation and spirit).
After its formation in 1997, our Captain Circle overcame repeated hardships to become a leading
circle, wining the President’s Award six years running.
The members of our circle, whose policy is “Thoroughly eliminating loss and waste through speedy
action,” are an average of 42 years old and have worked at the company for an average of 24 years.
Although the membership spans the full range of ages, from young employees to veterans, we are
implementing a plan to quickly foster the development of mid-level and young members since
veterans will be reaching retirement age in several years.
When we conducted an evaluation with an emphasis on quality (Q), cost (C), and delivery timeliness
(T) based on supervisory policies in an effort to select a theme, we found that we had failed to achieve
the desired initial vehicle build pass rate for Model A. Looking at parts individually, we discovered that
the hood build pass rate was the lowest at 75%, and an examination of the defect phenomenon showed
the hood was being displaced to the right. Accordingly, we set ourselves the goal of eliminating
right-displaced hood defects for Model A by the end of February and got to work.
We began an investigation based on a vehicle analysis map, and after tracking the processes where the
defect was occurring, we found that repeated opening and closing of the hood by a jig designed for that
purpose in the painting process was deforming the rock striker portion of the hood, causing it to be
displaced to the right when closed during vehicle assembly.
In the course of many meetings with related departments, we succeeded in developing measures so
that repeated opening and closing of the hood would not result in deformation.
These measures resolved the issue and improved initial vehicle build quality, reducing the amount of
time needed for build adjustment prior to product completion.
The same measures have also been standardized and maintained for brakes with 5W1H, and the issue
has not recurred as of this writing.
A diagnostic review of the circle’s activities revealed that the skill level of two young members grew
significantly, and they are currently active as sub-leaders.
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